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We Know Travel–
And We Do It Better
Our philosophy is that travel and accomodation services should be easily
arranged through one company with one call, saving you both time and money.
Mediacom Services' approach to travel management optimizes program
performance through a platform built on respect of the client and project needs,
while mitigating risk and providing signiﬁcant savings.

Getting to the point

Approach To The Madness
Custom sourcing & procuring
Mediacom Services, LLC listens to your speciﬁc needs.
Adhearing to preferences, but also suggesting cost-saving
alternatives, a specialst proﬁcient in vendor contract
negotiations will use company spend data as leverage,
along with vendor partnerships to obtain optimal rates.

Service & availability
A team specialist dedicated to each client allows for better

Fees
$35/ticket (international or domestic)
$20/ticket if booked via Deem@Work
No fees on hotel or car bookings
No after-hours fees if handled by us
$35/call 1-800 Emergency Services

Connections
With over 25 years of combined
experience we know how the industry
works and and how to make it work
best for you. Our relationships will
save you money.
Visit www.mediacomtm.com to learn
about our Mediacom Partners program.

communication ﬂow and familiarity of your account. We
strive to be considered a part of your team, not just a vendor.
Mediacom Services also allows users to book their own travel
through an interface familiar booking tool brought to you by
Deem@Work. Rest assured, our trained agents can still assist
on travel arranged via the booking tool. Demos and training
are available on request.

Billing & accounting made simple
Our comprehensive reporting tools help aggregate insightful
travel data vital in vendor neogitations, to identify spend
patterns resulting in waste, and provide an accurate budgeting platform. Quarterly evaluations oﬀer any necessary
updates to your program. We oﬀer on-demand reporting
tools brought to you by GRASP Technologies, allowing users to
pull invoices and multiple ways to analyze your spend data.
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